
Program 

STATION #1, INTERNAL WORK ROUTINES, METHODS AND STRUCTURES, PART 1 
Malin Arnell och Mar Fjell 
September 5-September 8


STATION #2, DECOLONIALITY 
Brown Island and Camila Marambio  
September 11-September 15


STATION #3, HOME WORKS 
Sandi Hilal 
September 18-September 22


STATION #4, DEMOCRACY, URBAN PLANNING AND NEIGHBORHOOD 
Ulrika Gomm 
September 25-September 29


STATION #5, REST AND RECOVERY 
Sidsel Nelund 
Oktober 2-Oktober 6


STATION #6, SUSTAINABILITY 
General Sisters 
Oktober 9-Oktober 13


STATION #7, INTERNAL WORK ROUTINES, METHODS AND STRUCTURES, PART 2 
Malin Arnell and Mar Fjell 
Oktober 16-Oktober 20


Biographies 

Brown Island is a POC artist collective which began organizing at Konstfack – University 
of Arts, Crafts and Design, Stockholm in the fall of 2016. Gathering weekly at various 
locations, students who identify as people of color come together to form a supportive 
space for each other: a restful, nurturing, regenerative collective space – a community. 
Making POC voices and perspectives visible has been an important focus throughout the 
group’s activities. Now extending beyond the walls of Konstfack, Brown Island continues 
to explore tactics for collectivity and reflect on structures from diverse perspectives.


Camila Marambio (b. 1979)


She is 68% Southern European, 10% Native American and 0,2% Scandinavian according 
to 23&me.


She was part of a magic circle according to Juan Esteban Varela.


She set up a laboratory for making time according to visitors at the IMA in Brisbane.


She has developed a method to communicate with beavers according to a peer-reviewed 
science journal.


http://www.konsthallc.se/program/malin-arnell-och-mar-fjell
http://www.konsthallc.se/program/station-2-dekolonialitet
http://www.konsthallc.se/program/station-2-dekolonialitet1
http://www.konsthallc.se/program/station-2-dekolonialitet11
http://www.konsthallc.se/program/station-5-vila-och-aterhamtning
http://www.konsthallc.se/program/station-6-hallbarhet
http://www.konsthallc.se/program/station--1-internal-work-routines-methods-and-structures


She has stolen part of an artwork at Moderna museet in Stockholm, according to an 
anonymous source.


She flatlined twice according to doctors. But is still alive according to multiple sources.


She is developing an ecology of the soul according to Cecilia Vicuña.


She is queering cancer according to Nina Lykke.


She is a character in the novel Headless according to her own account.


/Bio according to Goldin+Senneby


Sandi Hilal,PhD(b. 1973) is an architect, an artist and educator, she is currently 
developing an artistic research project centered around the concept of Hospitality 
manifested through the project Al-Madhafah: the hospitality room and the right to be a 
host. 


She is a founding member and Director of DAAR – Decolonizing Architecture Art and 
residency Hilal is among the founders of Campus in Camps, an experimental educational 
program established in Dheisheh Refugee Camp, Bethlehem. She headed the 
Infrastructure and Camp Improvement Program in the West Bank at United Nations Relief 
and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) from 2008 to 2014. 
In 2006, she obtained the title of research doctorate in transborder policies for daily life at 
the University of Trieste.


Ulrika Gomm (b.1978) works as a visual artist, based in Stockholm. Gomm displays a 
subversive attitude to language in her works. She often uses the language of authorities 
as a source: the government, the national libraries’ words, which represent attempts to 
define the foundations of society and individuals’ rules of life. Words that tell us what it 
means to be human, in political terms, at a specific time and at a specific place. Using 
distortions and techniques that invite the reader/viewer to combine and construct their 
own meaning from the mass of available ones, she opens up a gap within this use of 
language which was intended to minimise the number of potential interpretations.


Sidsel Nelund,PhD (b. 1980) is a writer and art theorist living and working in 
Copenhagen. Being drawn to research collaborations across disciplines, Nelund co-
founded and ran Curating Research in Santiago de Chile in 2010-11 and collaborated 
with 98weeks Research Project in Beirut on the themes of text and feminism from 
2010-15. Her academic and performative writings focus on knowledge production in the 
arts and are published from Colombia and Chile to South Africa and Europe. 


In 2015, Nelund became the first head of Institute of Art, Writing and Research at the 
Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Schools of Visual Arts. In 2019, she decided to 
dedicate her time to research and is currently focusing on sleep alongside subtopics of 
care, colour, healing, cyclical living and the act of gathering around urgent matter. 




Nelund's educational foundation lies in comparative literature, aesthetics and aural and 
visual culture from the University of Copenhagen, Paris 7 Denis Diderot and Goldsmiths 
University of London. She completed her PhD in art history with the thesis Knowledge 
Production in Contemporary Art between Knowledge Economy and Critical Practice from 
the University of Copenhagen in 2015. 


General Sisters, founded 2009, North Braddock, PA; Dana Bishop-Root (b. 1981); Ginger 
Brooks Takahashi (b. 1977)


General Sisters is located on the corner of Kirkpatrick Avenue and Robinson Street in 
North Braddock, PA. A healing garden wraps around the brick building and sometimes, a 
hand painted sign is placed outside, saying, “We Will Open With You, You Open Us.”. 


General Sisters is an ongoing resistance to food apartheid and environmental racism 
rooted in the collective power of a neighborhood. We dream of a space stocked with 
affordable food and ingredients, with eating, sharing and gathering for neighbors within 
walking distance. General Sisters turns routine transactions into possibilities for 
knowledge exchange and shared nourishment. The process of opening is a reflection of 
our personal and collective relationships to labor, capital and the responsibilities of being 
a neighbor. 


Dana Bishop-Root has worked and lived in North Braddock for ten years, is a member of 
Transformazium and works at the Braddock Carnegie Library. Her work grows alongside 
local systems of communication, exchange, and resource distribution. Ginger Brooks 
Takahashi is a socially enraged artist, gardener, and educator. An active collaborator, she 
is a founding member of LTTR and project MOBILIVRE/BOOKMOBILE project. 


When Malin Arnell, PhD (b. 1970) och Mar Fjell (b. 1981) come together they become an 
interdisciplinary art worker, collaborator, organizer, researcher, educator and musician. 
Since 2017 they have shared breaths through Los Angeles, New York, Amsterdam, 
Stockholm, Berlin, Treignac, Skomvær, Bolzano, Turku among others. Now inhaling 
Hökarängen.


They explicitly do affectivity within a queer eco-erotic ethics of polymorphous perversity 
and care making. They explore conditions for participatory practices in territorial 
environments by emphasizing the sticky shivers of (self-)touching through vibrating 
togetherness. Masturbatory cooperation, and a dis-location of those frictions, opens up 
for an unending dynamism of entanglements aka. everything in the name of all things 
queer.


With the support of The Swedish Arts Grants Committee and Saari Residency in Finland 
they are now working towards establishing sustainable collaborative long-term queer 
engagements under the name “In Each Other’s Company”. 


Konsthall C i supported by The City of Stockholm, The Region of Stockholm and the 
Swedish Arts council. All public program in collaboration with ABF Stockholm. General 
Sisters participation in the exhibition is supported by IASPIS.


